The Daiwa Anglo-Japanese Foundation - Grants (September 2013 round)
Number

Amount

Daiwa Foundation Awards

5

£45,000

Daiwa Foundation Small
Grants

16

£55,000

Total

21

£100,000

Ref

Applicant

Project

Award

Daiwa Foundation Awards

9819/10541

The Arts Catalyst

Travel to Sapporo by the director and curator of The Arts Catalyst and five
artists to collaborate with S-Air on a programme of inter-cultural contemporary
art events and exhibitions exploring science and society to be presented at
the Sapporo Art Festival, 2014.

£8,000

9855/10577

City University London,
School of Informatics,
Mixed Reality Lab

Support for a UK-Japan visit by one researcher to finalise workshop contents,
three visits to London by Japanese researchers conducting human-robot
relation workshops with students, and a contribution to a public exhibition/final
symposium, April to July 2014.

£8,000

9821/10543

Henry Moore Institute

Support for transportation of artwork which will feature in an exhibition of
modern Japanese sculpture at the Henry Moore Institute and Musashino Art
University, 28 January to 19 April 2015 and May to June 2015.

£10,000

9761/10483

Keys of Change

Support for a week-long visit to UK for 15 of the 33 young Japanese
orchestral players travelling from Fukushima to study and perform with British
musicians in London, April 2014.

£11,000

3688/10462

University College London,
Institute of Archaeology

Support for UK-Japan flights for academics to further their research and
discussions into how the world's first megacities accessed water systems and
resources, aided by the scientific analysis of clay artefacts found in UK
museums, February 2014 - February 2016.

£8,000

Cardiff University, School
of Psychology

UK-Japan visits by academics from four institutions examining Japan's low
fertility rate by implementing and analysing the results of a Japanese version
of the Cardiff Fertility Knowledge Scale which will be adapted using a rigorous
procedure, December 2013 onwards.

£3,000

9764/10486

Dene Magna School

Support for a school exchange visit by three teachers and nine pupils from
Dene Magna, an 11-16 academy in Mitcheldean, Gloucestershire, to enhance
links established in 2002 with two partner schools in Okinawa and to
consolidate Japanese as part of its curriculum, February 2014.

£4,000

9773/10495

Kagami Theatre

Contribution to venue hire for a London theatre premiere of Kobo Abe's
'Woman of the Dunes' written and directed by Micha Colombo, actor and
graduate of Japanese Studies, with the possibility of touring to other venues
within the UK, 14 to 21 January 2014.

£3,000

5099/10474

Kyoto University, Graduate
School of Medicine

Support for a year's stay in the UK as academic visitor to undertake
collaborative research at Imperial College into developing new methodologies
of using routinely collected data to investigate and monitor variations in
healthcare outcomes, April 2014 onwards.

Daiwa Foundation Small Grants

9770/10492

£5,000

9731/10453

LIFT

Contribution to costs of staging Toshiki Okado's 'Super Premium Soft Double
Vanilla Rich' - an interdisciplinary performance that explores monotony and
bleakness in the retail world - and post-show talks to be presented by LIFT at
the 2014 festival in London, 18 to 21 June 2014.

£3,000

9784/10506

Liverpool John Moores
University, Exhibition
Research Centre (ERC)

Support for transportation of artwork by Hisachika Takahashi to feature in an
exhibition at the ERC complemented by a workshop and the curator's
participation in the 'Thinking City' public events series co-organised by
Liverpool Biennial, 5 December to 23 January 2014.

£3,000

7138/10568

National Media Museum,
Bradford

Contribution to the costs of the first international retrospective of director,
screenwriter and producer Yoshitaro Nomura (1919 - 2005) including a visit to
Bradford by his collaborator Masahiro Kobayashi, eight film screenings and a
lecture, 1 to 6 April 2014.

£3,000

9831/10553

Nikitenko, Dr Leonid

Reciprocal UK-Japan visits by academics testing new ideas to further the
understanding of the biology of cancer progression and lymphedema, leading
to publications and further links between Oxford, Tokyo and Kumamoto
Universities, winter/spring 2014.

£3,000

9789/10511

NPO MISO

Support for accommodation costs for 70 children from Miyagi, an area still
struggling from the aftermath of the Earthquake, at a British Easter Camp to
help with emotional recovery and interaction with UK culture, British Hills,
Fukushima, April 2014.

£5,000

9869/10592

RIKEN, Center for Life
Science Technologies

Support for a visit to the UK by the project leader, and three visits to Japan by
UK researchers participating in a scientific and educational symposium in
Kyoto or Yokohama, to introduce advances in neuroscience developed in the
UK, September 2014.

£5,000

4357/10520

Rugby Art Gallery and
Museum

Support for a research visit to Japan in April 2013 to select furoshiki and
related materials for the exhibition 'It's a Wrap' (September 2014 to January
2015), and Japan-UK travel by two artists taking part in associated workshops
in Rugby, September 2014.

£3,000

9829/10551

Southern, Dr Paul (UCL &
The Royal Institution of
Great Britain)

UK-Japan visits by two researchers each from UCL and Toyohashi University
of Technology to collaborate on a new technique to measure objects on the
nanoscale using transmission electron microscopy, which will result in various
applications, early to mid 2014.

£3,000

4388/10564

Tate Liverpool

Support for educational activities accompanying the exhibition, 'Richard
Hawkins: The Hijikata Twist, which examines synergies between Japanese
and western visual arts and the influence of Hijikata and the avant-garde
movement of butoh, 28 February to 11 May 2014.

£3,000

9787/10509

University of Manchester,
Dalton Nuclear Institute

Contribution to four research visits between Manchester and the Harima
Science Park in order to share know-how in the synthesis of soft donor ligand
and their actinide-complexes, leading to a mini-symposium and joint
publications, April to May 2014.

£3,000

851/10489

University of Manchester,
Manchester Institute of
Education

Support for a UK visit by Prof Miyazaki and reciprocal visits to Japan by two
Manchester academics to share inter-cultural knowledge relating to the policy
and practice of social and emotional learning (SEL) in schools in England and
Japan, March to June 2014.

£3,000

6174/10569

University of Sussex,
Genome Damage and
Stability Centre

Support for three UK-Japan visits to facilitate collaborative research into DNA
replication in yeast and human cancer cells in order to elucidate underlying
mechanisms which help to regulate DNA replication with relation to cancer
development, January 2014.

£3,000

